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Abstract. A new isotope 265Bh was produced and identified at the Sector Focus Cyclotron of the Heavy
Ion Research Facility in Lanzhou. This experiment was performed via the reaction of an 243Am target
with 168 MeV 26Mg ions. Identification was made by observation of correlated α-particle decays between
the new isotope 265Bh and its 261Db and 257Lr daughter nuclei using a set of rotating-wheels system. A
total of 8 correlated decay events of 265Bh and 4 decay events of 264Bh were observed. 265Bh decays with
a 0.94+0.70

−0.31 s half-life by emission of α-particles with an average energy of 9.24 ± 0.05 MeV. The half-life

and α decay energy of 265Bh from this experiment are in agreement with theoretical predictions.

PACS. 25.70.Gh Compound nucleus – 27.90.+b 220 ≤ A

To synthesize new superheavy isotopes is a hot point
in nuclear physics. A series of new elements was produced
by the cold-fusion reactions and by the hot-fusion reac-
tions [1–3]. The present experimental data on superheavy
nuclei strongly suggest that there exists a deformed region
around Z = 108 and N = 162 [1,4]. Therefore, to produce
the new isotopes around Z = 108 and to measure their de-
cay properties is important to identify the deformed shell
effect in this region.

The first identification on the element Z = 107 was
made by G. Münzenberg et al. in 1981 [5]. They measured
the α decay energy and half-life of 262Bh via the reac-
tion 209Bi(54Cr, n)262Bh. After that, several other isotopes
were produced [1,6]. In 2000, the 266Bh and 267Bh were
synthesized by P.A. Wilk et al. [7]. Up to date six isotopes
of bohrium were observed. However, the isotope 265Bh is
still unknown. The production of 265Bh will bridge the
gap between the known lighter isotopes 261,262,264Bh and
the known heavier isotopes 266,267Bh. It is also useful to
establish the systematic law of the α decay energies and
half-lives of the Bh isotopes. In this paper we report an
experimental result on the production of a new isotope of
the element Z = 107: 265Bh.
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The experiment to produce 265Bh was performed at
the SFC of the HIRFL (Heavy Ion Research Facility,
Lanzhou) via the 243Am (26Mg, 4n) reaction in 2003. A
1.27 mg/cm2 243Am target as the oxide was deposited on
a Be film [8], and it was covered with a 70 µg/cm2 Al foil.
The beam of 168 MeV 26Mg8+ ions from the cyclotron
passed through a 2.1 mg/cm2 havar entrance window, he-
lium gas and a 3.0 mg/cm2 Be target backing, and then
bombed on the target material. The reaction products re-
coiled out of the target, and then were stopped in the
helium gas which was loaded with the NaCl aerosols. The
products attached to the aerosols were continuously swept
out of the target chamber with the helium gas, and trans-
ported through a 1.2 m length capillary into a collection
and measurement chamber. A new collection and measure-
ment chamber was built at the IMP. It is similar to the MG
wheel [9] and ROMA [10]. In this chamber, the products
were deposited on a 50 µg/cm2 polypropylene collection
foil mounted near the periphery of a 48 cm diameter wheel.
The polypropylene foils were placed in every other hole of
the 60-position collection wheel. The transport time of the
products from the target to the measurement position is
about 0.3 s for our system. The transport efficiency was
about 70%. For this experiment, a total of four pairs of
PIPS detectors (200 mm2 active area) were used to mea-
sure the kinetic energy of the α-particles. The α-particle
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Table 1. List of correlated events between parents and daughters in this experiment. t1 is the time after the end of a 5 s
collection, t2 is the time after α1, t3 is the time after α2.

Parent α1/keV t1/ms Isotope α2/keV t2/ms Isotope α3/keV t3/ms
265Bh 9268 1736 261Db 9006 4860
265Bh 9300 1015 261Db 8924 224 257Lr 8905 4639
265Bh 9219 574 261Db 8921 1898 257Lr 8887 1405
265Bh 9274 193 261Db 8918 5834
265Bh 9222 1140 261Db 8942 436
265Bh 9179 1933 261Db 8902 1523
265Bh 9245 2547 261Db 8869 1608
265Bh 9199 1334 261Db 8927 3480
264Bh 9440 555 260Db 8988 2686
264Bh 9501 2770 260Db 9085 1378
264Bh 9524 1203 260Db 9003 259
264Bh 9481 2321 260Db 9098 975

Fig. 1. The α-particle spectrum measured in the top detectors
in the 26Mg + 243Am reaction.

energy resolution was about 40 keV for the top detectors
and 100 keV for the bottom detectors because of energy
degradation in the polypropylene foil. A parent-daughter
nuclide searching mode was used to facilitate the detection
of α-α correlations. Every 5 s which is appropriate for the
detection of 265Bh during the parent nuclide researching
mode, the wheel is double stepped between the four pairs
of α-particle detectors until an expected parent α decay
(between 8.8 and 9.6 MeV) is detected in the bottom de-
tector. In this case, it is assumed that the daughter has
recoiled out of the sample and into the top detector, and a
signal is generated which causes a single step and initiates
the daughter searching mode. In this mode, only the holes
of the collection wheel are between the detector pairs.
Thus, a searching for the correlated α decay from 261Db
is initiated in a low-background environment nearly elim-
inating the possibility of random cases from the collected
sample. In the daughter searching mode the detector pairs
will search for the α decay of daughter nuclei for 10 s,
which is appropriate for the 1.8 s half-life of 261Db. At the
end of each daughter searching cycle, the wheel will move
one step to collect the products sample, and then resume

Fig. 2. Partial decay chain of 265Bh, and the decay properties
of 265Bh are first observed in this experiment.

the parent searching mode. The measured pulses from α-
particles were stored on disk in list mode with time of
event, channel number, and detector number. This exper-
iment was run at about 1.0 µA for approximately 250 h.

Figure 1 is a spectrum of the top detectors in this ex-
periment. Two small peaks with energies about 9.2 MeV
and 9.5 MeV were observed in the specturm. An off-line
computer search was made for α-α correlations between
Bh events (8.8 < Eα (MeV) < 9.6) in parent mode fol-
lowed by daughter α decay events (8.6 < Eα (MeV) < 9.1)
detected in the same detector pair during the ensuing
daughter mode search. Six α-α correlations between 265Bh
and its daughter nuclide 261Db events and two triple cor-
relation events of 265Bh,261Db and 257Lr were observed
during the experiment. Table 1 lists the observed α en-
ergy and lifetime of each parent and daughter event, and
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fig. 2 shows the partial decay chain of 265Bh. The av-
erage α energy of 265Bh was 9.24 ± 0.05 MeV. Using the
maximum likelihood technique, the half-life 0.94+0.70

−0.31 s for
265Bh was obtained by MLDS code [9,11]. The derived
Qα from the measured α energy for 265Bh was 9.38 MeV,
which was in agreement with the expected Qα value by
Zhongzhou Ren et al. [12,13]. The experimental half-life
of 265Bh also agrees with the calculations [13] T1/2 = 2.6
s or T1/2 = 0.60 s. The average α energy of the daughter
nuclide 261Db of 265Bh is 8.93±0.04 MeV, and its half-life
is 1.70+0.79

−0.49 s by the same MLDS code. The observed α

energy and lifetime of the daughter 261Db are consistent
with the known values [14]. The half-life of 257Lr was not
analyzed because of few events. In addition, the known
264Bh and its daughter 260Db were observed in the ex-
periment. The four events for 264Bh were also listed in
table 1. The obtained half-lives by the same code and av-
erage α energies are 1.17+0.88

−0.44 s and 9.49 ± 0.04 MeV for
264Bh, 0.89+0.79

−0.35 s and 9.04± 0.06 MeV for 260Db, respec-
tively. All the observed α energy and half-life values are in
agreement with the known values [14]. In particular, the
determined half-life of 264Bh in this experiment is consis-
tent with the new value of the half-life of 264Bh obtained
from the decay chain of 272111 [1]. The nuclide 264Bh arose
from the reaction channel of 5n evaporation in the same
projectile-target combination in this experiment.

A total of 2000 events during the experiment made the
searching mode change to the daughter searching mode.
So about 2% of time during the experiment was spent in
the daughter searching mode. In summary, a new nuclide
265Bh has been observed by the 243Am (26Mg, 4n) reaction
and identified by correlating the 9.24 MeV α decay of
265Bh with the α decay of the 1.7 s 261Db daughter in
the present work. The measured α energy and half-life for
265Bh are 9.24± 0.05 MeV and 0.94+0.70

−0.31 s, respectively.
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